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HAVE YOU EVER
CONSIDERED RUNNING FOR
PUBUC OFFICE?

DO YOU WANI' TO
IMPACf PUBUC POUCY
DEVELOPMENT?
HAS ANYONE...
EVER TOLD YOU...
"YOU SHOULD HAVE BEEN
A POIJTICIAN'

Here is your chance!
TUESDAY, MARCH 19THAT6
.M. WEDNESDAY, MARCH
om AT 2 P.M Come to Room
1804 any of the times listed to
iscuss your potential candidacy
for the Positions listed:
Governors State University
Student Senate. One year terms,
May 1, 1991 through April31. 1992.
is student group represents all
tudents in university policy
eliberations.
The Student Organization
ouncil. One year terms, May 1,
1991 through Apri131,1992. An adisory group on policy and funding
recommendations for all student
clubs and organizations on cam-

Ken Hall and Linda Fleming
Win Photo Essay Award From ICPA

pus chartered by the Office of Student Life. Must be a club member.
All clubs are encouraged to run at
least one candidate.
The Student Program Action
Council. One year terms, May 1,
1991 through April 21, 1992.
Recommends funding for special
event ideas presented from the
general Governors State University Community.
The Board of Governors Student Board Member from Governors State University represents
all GSU Students at the Board
level.
The Student Representative
from Governors State University
to the Illinois Board of Higher
Education represents all GSU
Students at the State level.

Photo by John Spomar
Ken Hall stands in front of his award winning photo essay.
Saturday, March 3 was a day of
congratulations for two GSU
students. Ken Hall and Linda
F1eming won third place for Photo
Essay in the Illinois College Press
Association's (ICPA) 1990 competition for college newspapers.
Hall won for his photos and Fleming for her layout of those same
photos.
Ken Hall is a student in the photography program and Linda
Fleming who is the INNOVATOR's Advertising/Office
Manager is also a student of the
photography program.

The INNOVATOR is a member
oftheiCPAand is eligible to be entered in several categories for a
non-daily. Awards from these
categories line the walls of the office. Some of the awards have
been for photo journalism,
graphic design, investigative
reporting, excellence for a nondaily and once the newspaper won
an award for the "sports department" with a sports story.
Other colleges who compete
are: University of Chicago, U of L
Northwestern. and Eastern Illinois University. Bradley Univer-

The Alumni ''Pig'' Is Missing!
As the Innovator went to press a
tragic story took place. The pink
piggy bank that Dr. Leon Zalewski
and his wife donated to the Alumni
Phonothon to be given as a prize
for the most pledges is missing.
Now who would do a mean thing
like that?
To make matters worse a tiny

little laughing pig was put in its
place.
The pig was reported missing at
about 3:22 p.m. on March 5.
Reports of male suspects carrying
some kind of object have come
from the University Library and
the Business Office.
These reports have come from
very reliable sources. At least the

STIPENDS AND TUITION
WAIVER AVAILABLE TO
STUDENT PARTICIPANTS
SPECIAL RECOGNITION
AVAILABLE TO ALL
PARTICIPANTS
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING PROVIDED
WITHOUT CHARGE TO
ALL PARTICIPANTS

sity is one of the other non-dailies
that competes in the contest.
The staff is already eagerly
awaiting the 1991 ICPA convention with hopes of winning more
awards. The convention is sponsored by the Chicago Tribune in
conjunction with the Chicago SunTimes and the Illinois College
Press Association (ICPA). The
convention is held yearly at the
Holiday Inn City Center in
downtown Chicago.
The photos appeared on pp. 6
and 7 of the November 8th issue of
the Innovator.

Dr. Leon Zalewski cautions Gini Burghardt and Pamela Woodward to take good care of the Piggy Bank.

Innovator hopes that these resources are reliable.
This matter has been of such
monumental importance that Dr.
Zalewski has gone to the top. The
top being Phil Orawiec, Director
of Public Safety.
Cont'd on p. 10
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"Simple Truths" Becomes
Permanent Exhibit Of
The Art Institute Of Chicago
The Art Institute of Chicago is
acquiring seven photographs
from Governor State University
Professor Jay Boersma's ··Simple
Truths'' senes
The photographs will become
part of the Art Institute's permanent photography collection of
more than 18.000 photographs
from the first photography experiment in 1839 to the present.
The purchase ··is a tremendous
encouragement to me to continue
this project:· Boersma said. ··The
income from this sale is not nearly
as important to me as the honor of
being included in one of the most
Significant collections of photography in the world
··And."' he continued. ·· irs also
very rewarding to find that. even
in an institution as large and prestigious as the Art Institute. there
still exist a sense of humor
about art:·
··Simple Truths'' is a series of
satirical photographs produced
between 1988 and 1990. Boersma
takes a general subject and

through multiple printing in the
darkroom superimposes a second
impression For example. his
··Recliner of Turin'' photograph
has a photograph of the Shroud of
Turin superimposed on a recliner
chair.

LAST
LINE

Science VS. Morality

··Mv photographs share a common goal which is to present
familiar image to the viewer in a
way which IS mHdlv shockmg or
amusing and which creates. l
hope. some new understandmg or
awareness.·· the professor said
.. The humor in these pieces is essential Like the sweet flavormg
added to medicine. it makes the
·simple truths' much easier to
swallow ...
··Simple Truths'' sub-themes investigate human relationships.
the middle-class suburban life
experience. parenthood. sacred
artifacts. the history of photography and more general human
attributes such as greed. lust. bias
and pretense.
Boersma's work on .. Simple
Truths.. was funded . in part. bv
grants from Governors State Uni-

versity and the Maine Photographic Workshop. The photographs have been on exhibit at San
Francisco Camerawork. the Santa
Barbara Museum of Art. Maine
Photographic Workshops. the
Chicago Public Librarv's Cultural Center and seve~al other
locations.
A professor of photography and
art at Governors State University
since 1981. Boersma. of Steger. is
a graduate of the Rhode Island
School of Design and Columbia
College of Chicago.
Boersma welcomes anyone
interested in photography to visit
GSU and talk with him about the
GSU program. To schedule an
appointment. call him at GSU at
(708) 534-5000. extension 2461

ThM'ilderness
Bookshelf
Style - Dress and casual
shoes, unique handbags, and
exciting accessories for women.
Action - Running shoes and
clothing for the active male and
female athlete.
Xtras - Personalized attention
that you expect and deserve!

GorrnR&rll

Stuart & Lauren Sax
Flossmoor Commons

3329 Vollmer Road
Flossmoor, ll60422

Mon.- Sat. 10-6; Thur. til9

957-7463

The tendency to view things from a scientific perspective seems
to permeate all aspe~tc; of modern reasoning. Further, it can be
argued that our tend.- .:,·y toward a scientific orientation is due in
part to our tendency to regard science as being infallible or absolute. Our faith in science has in fact led us to a belief in the
"scientific reality principle," often at , he expense of downgrading
moral and aesthetic values. The belief that something does not exist
if it is neither measurable or observable, is widely adhered to by
many members of our society.
For example, science has provided us with tests so that we might
measure levels of intelligence. Many people regard these scientific
tests as being infaliible and wouldn't think of questioning their
validity. The widespread use of I.Q. tests within the educational
system is evidence of the faith we place in their ability to establish
so-called intellectual capacities. We believe in these tests because
science has assur"•J :t.~ that they do, in fact, accurately measure
intelligence. However, in our blind obedience to science, we ~ave
overlooked some of t.hc. moral implications stemming from the use
of intelliger.ce tests.
Educators have placed students in classes of varying achievement levels solely on the basis of intelligence test performance- a
clearly di3criminatory practice. Further, the practice of labeling on
the b.1sis of test performance has had the tendency to stigmatize
students who performed poorly on tests. The student thus stigmatized mat suffer academically as a result of negative teacher
expectation.
In spite of the moral principles involved, intelligence testing will
continue to be a policy of the educational system, as a result of its
unwavering devotion to scientific method. A devotion to science at
the expense of moral and aesthetic values seems to be the prevalent
view of our society.
It is not my intent to suggest that a choice has been made and
that man has chosen science over moral and aesthetic values, but
rather man in his devotion to science has elected to ignore moral
anJ ae!-thetic values for the s.-ke of scientific progress. Our devotion to science is due ir. p;u t to the assumption that science and its
CClunterpart, technoiogy, has traditionally sought to benefit
mank!nJ. It is agreed for (o,~ most part that scientific and technological advances have served to enhance the quality of human life
immeasurably, and as a consequence of these advances modern
man is happier, healthier, and lives longer than ever before. As a
result of these achievements there has L..::en a tendency to view
sc.i,·n<'<' aud techn,>IOb'Y with unquestiouing optimism. This optimistic \lew i~ :)n the clccline, however, as we become aware of the far
reaching environmental cons~quences of scientific and technological research.
As " result of our t'Xj''-!rience with science, we have come to
reali.re that each new ~.:i~ntific advance potentially benefidal to
mankind is, at the same time, potentially threatening to mankind.
For example, the di:wovery of nuclear power promised to be an
unlimit:!d source .)f energy for mankind, and therefore highly
benefi"ial. However, when this new found energy source was used
~ 1 cl~vl'lop 11uclear weapons, it became a threat to the entire world.
When we weigh the inherent benefit of unlimited energy against
the inherent danger of nudear devastation, we begin to seriour.ly
queslbn the val1.1e of the technological advance and its benefit to
mankind.
Another example is the widespread use of pesticides to promote
crop production. This has allowed an increased production of food

The largest wilderness and outdoor book catalog in the United States. This 92-page catalog
features over 4,000 books, guides & maps.
Backpacking
Climbing
Kayaking
Ay Fishing
SlUing
Reid Guides

Camping
Adventure Travel
WMewater Rafting
Natural Living
Nature SIIJdy
Environmental

Mountaineering,
Canoeing
Cycling
Wilderness Literature
National Forest Maps
National Par1< Maps

The cost of the catalog is just $3.00 and is
refundable with the first order. Order from:

and

THE
Bill Finehum

"The Recliner of Turin," a silver-gelatin print produced in 1988, is
one of even photographs by Governors State University Professor
Jay Boersma that are being acquired by the Art Institute of Chicago
for its pennanent photography collection_

Another View of Jay Boersma

!ftat

The Wilderness Bookshelfno
5128-R Colorado Ave.
Sheffield Village, Ohio 44054
Telephone (216) 934-4143
Of special interest throughout this catalog is the
nostalgic art form of the thirties and forties from
such noted artists as: Les Kouba, Dan Metz,
Hans Klieber and Dave Wenzel. It brings a truly
old-time flavor to this unique catalog.

in pace with an increasing world population, thus diminishing the
threat of famine. At the same time, however, insecticides have
decimated f1Sh and wildlife populations, not to mention i~e potential threat it poses to human kind. Again we are forced to weigh the
potential benefit against th~ potential risk. The problem is that
science has taken a one-sided approach to technology.
The last line is:
It would be foolish to suggest that we abandon science altogether, and as for downgrading science, it seems th:.t science
itself has accomplished that. The solution, it seems, lies in generating a healthy saspicion of scientific procedures rather than accepting scientific policies without question.
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Office of
Career Services
RoomB1109
1708) 534-5000
ext. 2163

Career Designs
by Dan Amari

Networking and Direct MarketingTwo Hidden Job Markets
didate for ooe of those 'hidden
jobs.' you'll statistically be improving your status by at least a
factor of five - being one of no
more than twenty candidates, as
opposed to being one in a hundred
candidates, for an advertised
job.
Since these realities of the job
market ought ~o compel you to do
your best to access the hidden job
market, you'll want to develop for
yourself some effective strategies

Of all thE' job' openings that exist
at any point in time, a whopping
80% to 85% of those job openings
are not advertised. They aren't to
• be found in newspaper classifieds,
listed with employment agencies.
listed with your office of career
services. or anywhere else. The
employer itself may not even have
the opening posted internally.
This fact means one simple thing:
if you restrict yourself to the ad·
vertised job market. you're re5tricting yourself to an incredible
minority of available jobs. To add
insult to injury, competition for
those advertised jobs will undoubtedly be keenest: it's reasonable for you to assume that 100%
of your competition will also apply
to those openings. Also, given the
fact that less than 20% of the job
seeking public bothers to go
beyond the advertised job market.
you should clearly understand the
value of tapping into that hidden
job market. If you become a can-

NETWORKING
The old adage, "It's not what you
know; it's whom you know.fl is an
apt thought when thinking about
the hidden job market. If you are
active in developing your roster of
professional contacts in the fields
in which you are interested, those
professional 'mentors' can be instrumental in directing you to opportunities you'd otherwise never

know existed. Starting to develop
your professional network is
easier than you mitht think. The
place to start is with friends and
acquaintances. Perhaps a friend
of the family or other close or distant contact is working in an area
you seek to enter. That person
might be the beginning of your
professional network. Related
professional organizations can
also provide you with extremely
valuable contacts. It only takes
one to begin, and through effective
"Information Interviewing." you
can be causing that network to
. grow exponentiallv.

DIRECT ~ETING
Does your mailbox get more
filled, with each passing year, with
what we affectionately call 'junk
mail?' Are you more likely these
days to get a call at home in the
early evening from an organiza-

tion that wants you to purchase
magazines. a service contract for
that appliance you just bought. a
lawn care service, or a new longdistance telepbone service? Both
those types of unsolicited contacts
are examples of direct marketing.
And the reason why you seem to
get more and more of them is the
fact that direct marketing, as a
sales tool, works. Job seekers.
who are essentially selling themselves. can also implement an effective direct marketing job
search strategy to tap into the hid·
den job market. With a bit of
research, effective advertising (a
resume and cover Jetter, plus
some phone follow-up), a savvy
job seeker can find himself or herself being actively considered for
employment opportunities that
are not advertising anywhere.
These types of job search
strategies - networking and
direct marketing - are so effec-

Career Services Workshops
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Defaulters
Minority Business Student Association
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Guest Speaker Barbara Davis
Founder of Unique Temporary
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Hispanic Transfer Day To Be Held at GSU
On Wednesday, March 20,
1991, Governors State University is hosting a special transfer
day program for Hispanic
students who are interested in
obtaining a bachelor's or master's degree.
An invitation is extended for
all interested students to join us.

SEE RECRlliTING
SCHEDULE P. 12

Help For Loan

MAICH

Job Search Strategies

tive as tools for the savvy professional that many job ...........r., •
actually abandon
other, more traditional me,thfldsl
of finding satisfying employment
If you'd like to learn more about
these effective job seeking skills.
you may want to attend one of the
two Job Search Strategies Work·
shops. held by the Office of Career
Services. on Tuesday, March 19. If
both the 3 00 pm and 5:00 pm
workshops are inconvenient for
you. consider scheduling an in·
dividual appomtment with me in
the Office of Career Services. and
we can discuss individually the
kinds or strategies you'll want to
incorporate into your job search
Just give a call to the office or drop
by to schedule an appointment.
We'll be happy to discuss your
planning for success.

All Governors State students are
encouraged to invite family
members, friends, and business
associates.
During · the afternoon program prospective students will
learn about GSU's academic
programs, financial aid and em-

ployment opportunities, talk with
GSU students and faculty, tour
the university and learn about
the admissions requirements
and procedures.
This program is free and open
to all students who will be
transferring from a junior

college or are considering
returning to school.
For additional information
and questions please call: Glen
Abbot or Gladys Rogala in the
GSU Office of Admissions and
Student Recruitment at (708)

534-5000, X2518.

SPRINGFIELD, Ill., Feb. 28,
1991- The Illinois Student Assistance Commission (ISAC) announces a rehabilitation program
to help borrowers remove their
Stafford Student Loan (previously
known as the Guaranteed Student
Loan) from default status.
ISAC and the U.S. Department
of Education have established
several basic eligibility requirements that must be met
prior to participation: 1) the loan
must have defaulted before 12/19/
89, 2) twelve consecutive monthly
payments must have been paid
voluntarily and on time, and 3) the
current account balance must be
$700.00 or greater.
Borrowers who are eligible for
the rehabilitation program will
experience several benefits: 1) all
national credit bureaus will be
notified that the loans are no longer in default, 2) eligibility for all
federal and state financial aid
assistance will be reinstated, and
3) they will not be subject to salary
and tax offset, litigation or collection action. unless they later
become delinquent.
Borrowers who meet the above
requirements are urged to call
!SAC's telephone support representatives for additional eligibility information on how to
begin the rehabilitation repayment plart They can be reached at
(708) 945-7040 between the hours
of 8:00a.m and 8:00p.m.. Monday
through Friday.
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What Do You Think
COAfA1EJVTs Will Happen To
Hussein Now?

Matthew Yaeger
(UG)COE
Mokena

I think he will be found and
prosecuted for war crimes. And by
his own people. I am sure he will
be found by them. He will no longer have any power.

Archaeology
Meeting
The South Suburban Archaeolo_gical Society will meet
Thursday. March 21. 1991. 7:30
p.m. at the Marie Irwin Center.
18120 Highland Avenue. Homewood. 11. The public is invited and
there is no admission charge.
Tom Bleyle. an historian lecturer. and the director of the
Woodlands Native American
Museum in Tinley Park will present the program. He has an avid
interest in Indian History: since
1973. for 17 years. he followed the
Lewis and Clark Expedition by
retracing the route as far as North
Dakota. He has special interest in
the origin of the Wars of 1862.
based on his research and studies
of old documents. He traces his
own origin. on his father's side. to
the Nesperce indians of southern
Canada.
For more information call Roy
Miller at 708n98-4583 or Florence
Peterson at 707 n98-3998.

Judith Mangardo
(UG) CBPA
Chicago Heights
.
I think someone's gomg to
assassinate him. I think someone's going to go after him and I
don't think he has long. Someone
will find him and it won't be an
American either.

Dan Jones
(UG)CAS
Hometown
He will probably mill around
his own country for a while. Hiding
if need be and finally be overtaken
by his own people. I don't see him
serving any time in our country.

O.C. Glover
(UG) CBPA
Matteson
Well if they catch him they can
throw him in jail or some kind of
prison over there. But if they don't
he will still be in power and it's not
going to be any different.

Roxanne Geraci- Roche
(UG) CAS Alumni
Chicago Heights
I think that he's going to lay low
for a while and eventually come
back. Hopefully people out there
will realize what he is and what
he's doing.

POETRY
GeUiDg to Ufe's Success
by Richard D. Rogen

Placing yourself forward as to
shine
Only to be looked at and left
behind
Through all your efforts in trying your best
There goes another who begrudges with the rest

be many

Go on with yourself and continue your quest
.
The desire you have 1s really
self-possessed

There's a spirit within you that
has set you aside

Its mystical mutation is sending you on a glide
With your determination surely
you will know
.
That what lies ahead lS your
never ending glow

COLL~GK

0 ... UUSIN.:SS

ANO

PUBUC ADMINI!>TKATION

STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD

Presents The:

1991
..
SPRING CLEANING
SALE
TUESDAY
MARCH 19, 1991
10:00 a.m. to 7:00p.m.
in the

Hall of Governors
All proceeds will flO to the BPA Scllolanlrip Fund.
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God Is Beyond Sexuality
by Unda Mangnal~

GSU student
I am writing in response to
Raymond J. Carroll's article in
the 2/28/ 91 "GSU Innovator" entitled, "The Feminization of
God." I disagree with his
assumption that feminist theologians are trying to change
God into a female deity to suit
their purpose of becoming

priests in the church. Feminist
theology is certainly wider than
Catholicism, and is advocated
by men, as well as women. This
can be seen by reading the works
of Walter and Mary Bruggemann,
Jurgen Moltmann, Phyllis Trible,
Hans Kung and Rosemary Radford Ruether.
A second incorrect assumption is that those who would see
God in ways other than "Father''

are trying to change God into
something else. Rather, they are
struggling to see a "complete"
God, Who is not only transcendent, but also identifies with our
human condition. God's being
encompasses all of the names
we might choose for God in any
given moment: Fire, Light,
Father, Mother, Sister, Brother,
Holy Spirit, Womb of Being,
Savior, Creator, Source of Sus-

tenance, Trinity, etc. The responsibility of the theologian is,
therefore, to use a broad spectrum of Divine imagries, so that
people can identify with the images that are personal to them,
and are challenged by those that
are personal to others.
Lastly, one cannot assume a
return to fertility worship simply through the acknowledgement of the feminine character-

istics of God. To draw this conclusion is to confine the role of
women to bearing children. Will
I cease to be a woman when I
pass the child-bearing years?
Womanhood is no more defined
by fertility than manhood by
potency. God transcends beyond
androgyny to encompass every
aspect of human life, which He
created and to which She gave
birth.

Northern lllinois Deplores Political Intrusions
DE KALB - Northern Illinois
University's elected body of
academic policy makers has gone
on record unanimously as "deploring any political intrusion" in
the selection of a new chancellor
at the University of Illinois at
CHICAGO.
The action Wednesday by
Northern's University Council
takes note also of a warning by the

statewide Faculty Advisory Committee to the Illinois Board of
Higher Education that such political inferference might become "a
precedent for similar actions" at
the state's 11 other public university campuses.
At issue are reported attempts
that Chicago Mayor Richard M
Daley and former Gov. James R
Thompson pressured a search

committee to interview former
Thompson aide Paula Wolff after
it already had recommended
other finalists.
Many faculty members at MU
and elsewhere have expressed
concern that any such subverting
of normal campus searclf processes could damage the reputations of all public universities in
Dlinois and could badly hurt ef-

Students Need
Better Classrooms
funding may be, the college has
both time and space. Most of my
math classes have been in 2110,
and was in constant competition
with a movie analysis class which
played the movies extremely
loud. Semester after semester of
screaming, and competing with
this situation the instructor finally
suffered a heart attack, and
amazingly the movie class was rescheduled so as to no longer conflict with the math classes.
As I say, if the school does not
have the money to provide better
class rooms, it has enough
classrooms, and a broad enough
schedule to alternate the classes
in classrooms that abut oneanother, and thus relieve the
stress and improve our chances
for learning.
Elaine E. Olson
Student-At-Large

The college has made a great
effort to update the physical plant
at G.S. U., the facade, the seating
area around the lunchroom, the
bathrooms, etc. The real need is
for better classrooms where the
teachers can teach, and the
students can learn because they
are not distracted by other
classes.
Apparently the original plan for
GSU did not allow for classrooms,
and the college made a valiant effort to correct this concept. The
overall effect is substandard, and
the situation has eroded over
time. The classroom, and the
learning process has become untenable. The constant competition
between classrooms defeats the
learning process.
Whatever the financial position
the college is in or at what stage

GSU JNNOVATO.t
SERVING GOVERNORS SfAm 11N1VI!RSll'Y
SJNC£1911
!lSMBER OF TrfE
JWNOIS COU.E.GE PRESS
ASSOC\110N

M..,.pn, I'Alii«

time faculty members, two staff
members and 14 students. The
resolution was introduced by
William R Monat, a professor of
public administration who is a former NIU president and former
chancellor of the Illinois Board of
Regents, which governs MU, Dlinois State at NORMAL and
Sangamon State at SPRINGFIELD.

HEY LITTLE GIRL!
by Jeri R Alger
Oswego, N.Y.
Language is a precious
thing. It is taken for granted.
We use words everyday and
think nothing of their meaning.
There are words spoken by
men and women alike that are
used to describe women,
usually in the derogatory
sense. Just a small sampling
would include bitch, whore,
chick, and honey. These words
are used as if it were natural to
call women prostitutes, animals
and food.

From the time we are born
until the time we grow old we
hear words in this language
that describe women, words
that are often disgusting, cruel
and vile. The saddest part of
this is that women use these
same words against each
other. There is a great need to
be more aware of our words
and how we use them
As women we must use our
language in ways that will not
be negative in nature. When we
speak we must listen to ourselves and be more understanding of our sisters and

not use words that describe
them in a foul nature.
If you look at our language
you will find few, if any,
derogatory words describing
men. The negative words men
use to describe women helps
them stay strong and united. If
women continue to use derogatory language and negative
words against each other, we
are only helping with the
breakdown of our own unity.
So, we must all remember to
think before we speak, and use
the language of the equal and
not of the oppressed.

Governors State University

by Riebard D.
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A number that I dialed
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A table set for two
And candles me and you
We danced in the dark
And walked through the park

Nocturnal was tbe day
And a day is the night
Enrapt I became
And loving just the same

Use of HPLC in the
Quality Control of Therapeutic
Peptide Synthesis
Monday, March 25, 1991
6:30 P.M. ENGBRETSON HALL
COFFEE: 6:00

I~M.

The love that we made
Never could it fade

natioNIIy by:

casa::oMt1UNICATIONS. INC.
~He

.......

1100 Sllerman ,._.
hen-, lll010l.l715
Tel 701US..Fa• 701 075.1107

-

DIVISION OF SCIENCE
Remembenuaee

lean Juxa

forts to recruit high quality faculty
from other states.
The issue also has reportedly
prompted U of I system President
Stanley Ikenberry to inform the
UIC search committee he would
resign rather than allow the selection of Wolff against the committee's wishes.
Northem's University Council
is comprised of 30 tenured full-

Then you walked up to me and
said
"It's over, please, don't, don't
be mad"
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The pizza fundraiser held last December has made approximately
$500 profit for the Center.
The Center is planning a field trip on March 20th. They are going to
the Drury Lane Theater to see "The Wizard of Oz:'
There is a new fundraiser planned for the Child Care Center. They
will be selling M&Ms and Turtles. The proceeds will go toward the
purchase of an Apple 2 Computer. Also being considered is a special
program called "Computer Tots•· to go with the computer.
The Spring Program will consist of a Hop-a-Thon for Cerebral
Palsy which will be held at the University on April4, at around 10 am.
The children will be singing prior to the start of the Hop-a-Thon. This
is an annual event for the Child Care Center.
The Child Care Program has added several new staff members.
They are: Kathy Tracy, Kevin Malone, Zoe Young, Cornelius Ogundele, and Patricia Callahan.
Geri Dalton the supervisor of the CCC recently attended the
CAEYC conference held in Chicago Heights on Feb. 21,22 and 23. The
Chicago Association For the Education of Young Children (CAEYC)
is for children in the primary grades. There were sessions on foster
grand parenting, staffing, salary and working conditions, and network
sessions for the National Coalition for Campus Child Care. Geri
found the conference very informative and is looking into a headstart
program for the children.
On March 16 there will be a one-day conference on childcare at
Moraine Valley Community College. The fee is $25.00. If anyone is interested in attending let Geri know at 534-5000 X2552.
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SUCCESSFUL WOMEN:
NURTURING TRADITION,
FOSTERING CHANGE

Wed. 7 - 8:30pm
Student Life Meeting Room,

Judith Anderson of the YWCA Metropolitan Chicago South Suburban District,
Rita Nagy Assistant Program Director of OSL and Jan Has.

Standing second from left are: Karla Pond and Geneva Thompson students with
other attendees.
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For those running for the Student Senate, SPAC and SOC petition packets will be ready:
March 25, 1991 - pick up
petitions from SRS Office A1603 at
1PM
April8,1991- return petitions to
SRS Office A1603 by 9 PM
Elections in the Hall of Governors April 20, 22, 23, and 24,
1991.

.
PEACE CORPS

,\

WORLD WISE PuZzLE

For (urlMr in(onnotio11 ol>oul P«J« Corps, writ• Bor 896, Wcullill,flo11 DC 20526

INSTRUCTIONS: The U.S . Peace Corps hu volunteers aervinc in more than 70 ~tiona
around the world. By eolvinc thia p1ude, you will learn about one oftheae countriea.
Solve the four numbered puule words and then unaaamble the lettera in the aquarea to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the richL

Election For:
Student Senate
lPrMHM.• ~t "'•• UNVeraahl PAht:.wl

S.P.A.C.
Student Program
Action Council

This North African nation Is
Just south of Spain, across
the Straight of Gibraltar.
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1. Cne of the European nations which
divided this country into two zones In
1904.

Student Organization
Council

2. Ore from which steel is produced.

3. Primary religion of this nation.
~·...,t-r'lf..,.C~.II ·~

4. A task usually performed by women In
this country.
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THESE PRODUCTS AND COMPANIES HAVE IN COMMON?
--BRUCE BENDINGER--

LJ(,

~~~

S.A.M./ Management Club
Business Meeting
Mon. March 25
1:00PM

Student Life Meeting Room
Please Join us in Planning
Events for Next Year and
Electing new Officers

Bruce Bendlnoer, the creative oenlus behind the
advert1s1n0 campalona of LensCrafters, Popeye's Chicken, and
Coors Beer will be the ouest speaker at 12:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, March 19th In the Hall of Honora.
The Harketlno
Club cordially lnv1tes all GSU students for a free lunch
Cplzza & popl and an excltlno lecture on Hr. Bendanoer's
experiences in advertislno. He will cover Issues such as
resume' buildlno and tips on how to oet a job In your faeld.
Hr. Bendlnoer is a consultant for Archway Cookies,
Arthur Anderson & Co., and Gerber just to name a few of his
clients. He has been named one of the Top 100 Creative& 1n
the u.s . . He Ia also the author of • The Copy Workshop
Workbook" which is presently used by HIKE, APPLE, LAGear,
and P&G as a traanlno ou1de for there employees. He
lectures reoularly nationwide and has appeared on CBS
Hornlno News. He also offers workshops throuoh "ADWeek
Seminars" and writes a column for "Screen Haoazlne·.
Pizza and Pop will be served at 11:45 and end at 12:30
when Hr. Bendlnoer beolns his presentation. Feel free to
br1no a ouest! The Marketing Club and the s.o .c. as proud
to have Bruce Bendlnoer to GSU. It's sure to be very
Informative and captivatlno! If there Is any questions,
Please feel free to contact any of the Harketlno Club
Members or contact Dr. Jerry Juska. 534-5000 Ex.2245
Guest Speaker:

Bruce Bendlnoer, Creative Director

Event:

Tuesday, March 19th, 1991

Time:

Lunch at 11:45,

Place:

Presentation at 12:30

Hall of Honors

•• This lecture and lunch Is FREE with a valid student ID . ••

Sec
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Students Design
Monument For The
South Suburbs

Governors State University
SUPPORT THE TROOPS COMMITTEE

On February 20, 1991 GSU's
Support Committee was formed.
Committee members are: Demetrius Woods (BO), Beth Harms
(BO), Michael Blackburn (SL),
Mildred Roberman (CHP), Cathy
Swatek (BO), Marlene Anderson
(PER), and a former student,
Lois Vroegindewey.
The purpose of the support
committee is to assist the GSU
community to act in showing support to relatives of employees and
friends waiting to return home
from the Middle East. It could be
months before all of our troops
come home. They will need just as
much show of concern from the
home front now as during war
time.
You as part or the University
community can share in our endeavors by writing to the troops
via fax messages provided by
AT&T free of charge. The message must be written or typed on a
form provided by AT&T. There
will be a box in the lower left hand
corner for the address which
should be written as the following
example:
RANK & NAME: SSG Robert
Jones
s.s. II - 123-45-6789
UNIT/SHIP - write complete
name & number
APO/FPO: NY or San Francisco
& Zip Code II
AT&T fax forms will be available to the GSU Community. They
will be located on the front desk of
the University Library, in the
Cashier's Office and in the Information Booth.
Completed forms can be submitted to any of the above listed
committee members or dropped
into the night deposit slot at the
Cashier's Office. H using the night
deposit slot, the form must be put
into an envelope. The committee
will also be responsible for
delivering the fax messages to
AT&T in Lincoln Mall. Once
messages are faxed, they are
received within 48 hours and to the
troops within a week.

I

If you have names to be added
to this list please submit them to
one of the committee members.
We will be updating the list as we
receive more information. H you
would like to write to a serviceperson, please use the address
given on the list. We want all our
troops to receive messages of support from home. WE WANT
THEM ALL TO KNOW WE
CARE!!!!!

NAME AND ADDRESS
Verne Anderson
9799 Operation Desert Storm
Headquarters 115 Mash
30th Support Group
APO New York 09623

GSU EMPWYEE RELATIONSHIP
Marlene Anderson Brother-in-Law
PERS

SSG, Anthony A. Baskerville
231-82-0057
HQ 7th Trans GP
419 Trans BN/1416 TC
APO. NY 09770

Diane Cole

SPEC David A. Colegrove
360-64-5024
624th Quarter Master Co.
APO, New York 09750

Beth Harms

Friend

PVT Cardell Drake
1417 East 15th Pl.
Ford Heights, IL 60411

Debra Drake

Brother

St. Louis has its arch. New York
City has the State of Liberty. San
Francisco has Fisherman's Wharf.
Students at Governors State
University suggest the south suburbs develop their own point of interest by constructing a monument
of the world.

very creative. said their instructor
Dr.· Jerry Juska. professor of
marketing.
For example. students suggested the slogan ''Find Your Fortune
in the South Suburbs'' or ··Moving
to the Southlands Is More Than
Relocating - Irs Finding Your

Brother

ADM

ADM

Jeanette Manual
LCpl Hurd, I.D.
BO
357-60-1892
Golf Co. 2/5 5th MEB DET-M
FPO San Francisco, CA 966938538

Son

design.

SSGT Kenneth Richmond
339-60-0443
HQ 416th ENCON
c/o HQ Arcent
APONY09772

Joyce Gordon

Son-in-law

SSGT Theresa E GordonRichmond
331-54-7615
HQ 416th ENCON
c/o HQ Arcent
APO NY09772

Joyce Gordon

Daughter

David Rietveld
361-70-8000
C CO 3/504 PIR
82nd ABRN Div.
APONY09796

Robbin Rietveld

Brother

SSGT Glynis J. Gordon-Williams Joyce Gordon
322-50-6086
319th TC 213 C&SBN
7SPGP-2nd COSCOM VII Corps
APONY09749

GSU Professor Jerry Juska and students (left) John Milosvoic,
George Deichmueller, Jim Triolo and Kim Calabrese with their

Daughter

Spec. Thomas Burkholder
346-66-0704
93rd Transportation Battalion-

Me

Attn: 339th Trans. Det. MCT
Operation Desert Shield
APO NY, NY 09616
S Sgt. Paul Vroegindewey
324-52-0208
B 1st CO 4th Pit 2nd AA BN
FPO New York 09502-0198

The grand attraction was
designed by students as part of a ·
'Pride in the South Suburbs.. campaign for their marketing strategies class. Students were expected to design a marketing plan
and present it to clients as if they
were working for an advertising
agency.
During her presentation. Mistee Hedden of Crest Hill said the
globe monument would reflect the
different life-styles and cultures
in the south suburbs. and it would
be a special attraction to international visitors who would come
to the area with a third regional
airport.
Inside the monument would be
a hotel. restaurant and gift shop.
The monument would be surrounded bv a fence designed as persons
hold.ing hands. Each of the figures
would represent a community in
the south suburbs.
''People would say they've been
to see ·thP world."' Hedden
explained.
The unique concept was just
one of the ideas students presented to promote the south suburbs.
While some of their ideas have
been tried already by local chambers of commerce and community
groups. others were fresh and

Fortune:· The promotional piece
would be fortune cookies. but
rather than a fortune inside. the
cookies would have discount
coupons from south suburban
businesses.
All of the students wanted to
promote the south suburbs' transportation network. land values.
good schools and excellent neighborhoods. They proposed various
marketing strategies that included billboards. print and
radio advertisements.
One group suggested a two-day
convention to entice businesses to
move to the south suburbs.
Another used a magazine ad that
featured a dart board. In keeping
with the scoring. the text outlined
the "triple'' use of airports. the
"double" exposure to rail and
expressway outlets. the "single''
advantage of the Calumet Sag
Channel to the Chicago Port
Authority and the "bull's eye..
deals in land.
Beth Ruyle. director of South
Suburban Mayors and Managers
Association who revised the projects. told students "some very
clever things did come out ofthese
presentations. You gave us some
great ideas.··

Resumes Plus
The Complete Resume Writing Service

• Expert Composition

Cruise Ship Jobs

HIRING Men - Women . Summer/
Year Round . PHOTOGRAPHERS,
ll:_OUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE traY~!. Ca~.
Hawaii, Bahamas, South PICiftC, MexiCO.
CALL NOWI Call refundable.
1·206-736-7000. Ext ..~

9~

1'Jiietltltllu
P.O. lOX-..&.

Ull-.a.CA_..

NATIONAL COLLEGE ltOETitY CONTEST

$195

Clmbtldge EduCII/oul Smlm
(312) 201-1378

Laser Printing
Career Information
Self Marketing Tools
Set Reasonable Fees

open to oil coli.,. & university studeftll del Iring to hcwe
their poetry onthologlz.l. C.h prlz• will be owwcled
the top five poetN. Deodllne: March 31. For~

LSAT/GMAT
Preparation

•
•
•
•

~send st~-' envelope to: lnternatl-1 ltublfcotiorw,

* Special Student Rates *
Call (708) 957-1755
Fax 957-1787

ItO . . ~L, LCII Angel•, CA 90044.

24 Hour Answering Service
(Dr. Val M. Churilla, Editor)
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Coatsworth Talk Touches On Today's World
by Patty Nekula
"Militarism represents perhaps the most serious threat to the
economic and social progress of
our country today," a University of
Chicago history professor told a
G.S.U. audience on February 19.
In that talk, Dr. John Coatsworth said political changes in
eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union after the Berlin Wall fell in
November 1989, transformed the
nature of international relations
in the modern period.
Prior to these dramatic
changes, more than half of the U.S.
military was created and deployed solely for preventing a
Soviet surprise conventional attack on western Europe By 1989,
that threat had virtually disappeared due to Soviet force reductions and redeployments.
At the same time, a nuclear
arms control agreement brought
about a reduction in short range
nuclear arms - a first in the history
of such agreements. New arms
talks began addressing control of
long range strategic nuclear
weapons.

Dr. Coatsworth described three
componentsofthe"euphoria" surrounding those dramatic changes:
There was a widespread belief
that the world had suddenly
become much safer. The end of
America!VSoviet rivalry promised a new era of America!VSoviet
cooperation in such issues as
arms control and regional
conflicts.
The changes were viewed as a
victory for democracy.
The biggest "bonus" of the
changing world was known as the
Peace Dividend. The prospect of a
declining budget deficit prompted
proposals for new programs
aimed · at improving American
economic competitiveness and
addressing serious and .unattended social problems.
The euphoria disappeared
when the war broke out in the Persian Gulf. The question of whether
the peace dividend has been cancelled or postponed has yet to be
resolved.
"We may be facing a new period

Gvtual6

in international relations, when
propensity to military adventures
will become a routine feature of
American life," said Coatsworth.
The Gulf War is not the first post
cold war deployment of American
military forces - the first occurred
in Panama Coatsworth believes
the Panamanian intervention and
the Gulf War are likely to be historically viewed as the beginning
of a trend.
Coatsworth expressed disbelief
that these two interventions took
place in the absence of any foreign
policy doctrine or guidelines
defining the circumstances under
which the U.S. should or should
not intervene.
What does exist is a virtually
endless list of possible causes
under which American military
forces might be sent abroad.
Culled from official statements
over the past year and a half, the
list includes defending democracy, combatting terrorism,
punishing aggression, reducing
the flow of drugs across U.S. bor-

ders, establishing a new world
order, and securing a stable supply of oil.
In reality, Coatsworth believes
the Gulf War is an end product of
Soviet restraints in U.S. military
intervention in the Third World
He explained the apparent contradiction in terms by suggesting
the Cold War be viewed from a different perspective. "We are accustomed to seeing the U.S. role in the
Cold War as one involving the containment of communism," he
said. "What we are now learning is
the importance of Soviet containment of the U.S."
If Sad dam Hussein had invaded
Kuwait before the Cold War
ended, Coatsworth suggests the
U.S. military probably wouldn't
have intervened ior two reasons.
The escalation of Soviet support
for Iraq might have led to a Super
Power confrontation or even a
nuclear war, and the U.S. wouldn't
have been able to deploy the
forces that are now in the Gulf
without sacrificing their primary

objective to defend western E urope against Soviet threal
"We endowed ourselves in response to the Cold War, with a
huge military," Coatsworth said
"It cost us some degree of industrial competitiveness and
certainly reduced economic
growth we might otherwise have
experienced."
In addition to the Gulf War
being a product of the end of the
Cold War, Coatsworth believes it
is also a "rational response to the
consequences of 45 years of
spending more than others on the
military and much less than
others on industrial, sociaL and
economic gains."
The Gulf War is America's
payoff for the investment made in
its expensive military establishment; it has demonstrated that no
other country in the world can deploy such a large force with the degree of technological sophistication as the U.S.
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An Evening with Mike Leonard
Tuesday, March 26 6:00pm
Uiing Chicago os his bose, MiU laonord lra..islhe couM'y loOOng
lor olf.beotllories lor N8C N;ghlly News and The Today Show Hos
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Opportunities
Governors State University invites you to learn about your
college opportunities at an information ession March 23.
The free program is designed
for persons with 60 credit-hours or
college course work who want to
complete a bachelor's degree. The
session will be from 1 p.m. until 3
p.m. at GSU's facility at Orland
Park Place Mall. 153rd Street and
LaGrange Road in Orland Park.
GSU staff members will answer
questions on admissions. GSU
programs and degrees. tuition and
fees. financial aid, student assistance and more. GSU offers a host
of support programs for persons
who are returning to the classroom after being away for
several years.
Governors State is an upperdivision. state-supported university offering junior and senior
level courses toward 23 bachelor's
degrees and 22 master's degree
programs.
For fu rther information on the
program, or on GSU's admissions
policies, call the staff in the Office
of Admissions and Student Recruitment at (708) 534-5000, extension 2518.

ANN

~

TRAVIS

*

*

RETIREMENT PARTY .

Sat., March 16, 1991
6-10 p.m.

at
Carlo Lorenzetti's
s 60 W. Lincoln Hwy.
Chicago Hts., IL. 60411 .

Tic ket Price: SlUOper ,ersu(,rice iactllles Clfl )
Ceahct Cuh Aile• IZ1&5

FREE SERVICE
to GSU Studsnts
Ths JLD offics
can assist you
in finding a
-Part-tints Job'Oa MOa[ '"'OaNATIO .. CON[ TO

•ooM ••oOf
CAO,AC[ .. T TO T .. [ '"'OaMATIO .. IOOT .. I
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PLAIN SPEAKING • • •

Moyers PBS Special

111 Trade You Two
Tom Seavers For ...

Coincides With Commission Report

by Jeff Herald

A few months ago, a twelve-year-old boy in the western suburbs
walked into a store that buys and sells baseball cards. Behind the
counter sat a 1968 Nolan Ryan/Jerry Koosman Rookie card. On the
little price .sticker that was affixed to the card it read, "1200."
The youngster inquired about the card's price. and the clerk, who
was a new employee, said "twelve dollars." Unbeknownst to the
clerk. the card was actually worth twelve buadred dollars. What a
deal The boy executed the purchase and left the store. It's bard to imagine that the boy waited around for a bag.
When the owner of the shop came back, he noticed that his Nolan
Ryan rookie card had been sold and subsequently found out that his
new emploYee had made an 1.188 dollar error. Oops. No name or
phone number was on the receipt of the transaction and the owner
was quite dismayed. He put out a reward (Wanted Dead or Alive?) for
information that would tip him off to the whereabouts of his prized
baseball card.
Meanwhile. the kid had been bragging to his friends about the acquisition of his new Nolan Ryan card. Proving that all good things
must end, one of his friends turned him in to the store owner.
The shop owner demanded the return of the card and the child's
parents entered the story and said that the kid bad made an honest
transaction and paid what the lady in the store asked for the card.
Seeing as the card was bought fair and square, there was no way that
they were going to have the child give the card back. Obviously upset,
the merchant sued them for the card.

In court, the boy offered an interesting defense. He no longer had
the card. He traded it for a Tom Seaver and a Joe Namath. The judge
became infuriated and called both parties into his chambers and
that's where the whole story sits at the time of this writing.
It's interesting that the parents of this child would allow him to
keep this card in the first place. It seems a bad moral example is
being set when a child is allowed to keep something that he obtained
at the expense of another. What is this kid going to do when he is thirty
or forty years old and is able to lay off the workers at a manufacturing
plant, sell the plant equipment and pocket the difference?
Wouldn't parents want to teach their children that doing the right
thing still has some value in today's society, and march the child
down to the store and return the card to the store owner. Well, here
the parents say ''No" and "We'll see you in court." After alL the store
owner tried to offer the kid a reward if he would have returned the
card, but it's bard to return something that one does not possess
anymore.
The shop owner bas not helped the matter much by adopting the
crass attitude that he has had it with the kid's parents and with the
media. He has steadfastly held that the card is his and that he wiD get
die card back. Now there is no room for any sort of negotiation And he
believes that the parents as well as the child need to be taught a
lesson.
The parents hold fast to the idea that their son thought that he was
just geWng a good deal and that he didn't know the difference between right and wrong. After all be was only a twelve year old. Mind
you. a twelve year old who had collected over forty thousand baseball
cards in the last three years and who also had his own baseball card
pricing guide to reference these cards.
This now is for: the judge to decide. What does this fall under? Unjust enrichment? Perhaps. this is a rescindible contract due to a mistake in the knowledge of the agent of one of the principles.

Whatever happened to the good old days of flipping baseball cards
with your friends to see who got to take home a Nolan Ryan card. That
probably ended when the Nolan Ryan card crossed the thousand
dollar price barrier.
Topps Baseball Cards through the courtesy of the collection of
Steven Juarez.

Special Coincides with Release of
Knight Commission Report
Scandal in college sports - and
the call for reform - have been
around about as long as fans have
been cheering their teams. Today.
the sports media carry story after
story on recruiting violations, il·
licit payoffs, violence by athletes,
or universities handing players
credit for easy courses - or for
courses not attended.
On Tuesday, March 19, the
Knight Foundation Commission
on Intercollegiate Athletics, which
has been investigating these problems for the past year, will release
its much-awaited report and
recommendations for reform.
That same night, beginning at 9
p.m. (ET; check local listings),
PBS will devote three hours to a
special broadcast event with journalist Bill Moyers exploring the
conditions in college athletics that
are generating controversy and
concern across the country.
MOYERS/SPORTS FOR SALE
opens with a 90-minute documentary that examines the moneydriven machines of college football and basketball and the toll
they take on the education of
athletes and the integrity of the
universities they attend. The
documentary will be followed by a
30-minute live roundtable discussion with Moyers and members of
the Knight Commission. as well as
other guests who will critique the
Commission's findings. Most
public television stations will then
continue with a live GO-minute
call- in program. enabling viewers
across the country to join in the
debate via a toll-free number (1800-243-0135 ).
"fm a fan." says Moyers. ··t root
for the University of Texas Longhorns and the New York Giants.
and watch all the g3mes there is
time to watch. But as a fan I share
the fears of many that excesses in
intercollegiate athletics are eroding the integrity of colleges and
universities. distorting the basic
mission of education. and undermining the public trust in amateur
sports. The Knight Foundation
believes that Intercollegiate sports
can once again be a wholesome
part of the academic community.
So do I, but only if players are
taken off the auction block."
Documentary Visits Top-Ranked
Schools
SPORTS FOR SAlE, produced
by Emmy Award-winner Howard
Weinberg, goes on-location to
some of the top-ranked schools
where debates over commercialization and academic success
are at their most heated; talks to
athletes, coaches, students, journalists, scouts, and college faculty
and administrators about both
work and play; and offers a
remarkable history of commercialism and scandal in college
sports. Included are segments
on:
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas: Sentenced to the "death penalty''
by the National Collegiate
Athletics Association following disclosure of scandals in
its football program, SMUs
football team spent two years
on the sidelines. Since it was
taken off probation, the university is trying to run a competitive, but clean, football
program. having raised ad·
mission standards for athletes

"PIG" Confd from P. l
He would appreciate Orawiec
giving the matter his priority attention. Pigs like that just don't
disappear.
There probably will be a thorough

and requiring them t~t take a
course in ethics. But as Kyle
Carrol~ a sophomore offensive tackle. describes it in
SPORTS FOR SALE: "It's
really hard to study because
you put in such a long day ...
It's not a game anymore, it's
business. You're putting in
eight-hour days in the heat ....
Why shouldn't we get paid?"
Having lost all but one game
this season, can SMU regain
•its winning edge in Division
I? Or will its standards have
to be lowered?
University of Louisbille,
Kentucky: The NCAA regulation known as "Proposition
48" requires incoming freshmen athletes to have a combined score of 700 on their
SATs and a 2.0 grade point
average - or they cannot
play in the first year of eligibility. Last season, four of
Louisville's six basketball recruits failed to meet these requirements. In SPORTS FOR
SALE, "Prop 48" recruits
Greg Minor and Brian Hopgood talk about the effects of
the NCAA regulation; Moyers
interviews "Prop 48" recruit
Anthony Cade, who is now
playing in Oklahoma at one of
the top junior colleges for
basketball players, where he
is trying to make the grade
for a "big time" Division I
team like Louisville; and bas-ketball coach Denny Crum,
criticized for his players'
poor graduation rates, remarks, "You shouldn't be
critical of kids for taking advantage of their career opportunities if it happens to
come before they get their
degrees."
Nike Basketball Camp,
Princeton, New Jersey: Recruiting is what the Nike shoe
company-sponsored camp is
all about. Here, the 120 top
high school basketball players
in the country play under the
watchful eyes of coaches
from every major college and
"scouts" who publish evaluations of the players. The
players also take classes on
the realities of the sports
business. Addressing one
group of hopefuls, filmmaker Spike Lee warns
them, "When you think about
a college, you want to know
how many times their games
are being televised nationally. But ask the coach: How
many of your players have
graduated with degrees within
four years?"
Iowa State University: The
state of Iowa has no major
professional sports team, so
college football and basketball provide entertainment
for the entire populace. Like
many other schools, the university has found itself tom
between raising admission
standards for athletes and
feeling the pressures of
alumni and other constituents who want a competitive team. Says Iowa
State president Gordon Eaton,
"Nobody set out to design a
system this poor, that abuses
youngsters who need all the
help they can get. It took a
long time to get to this position, and I think it's unrealistic to imagine, by the wave of
investigation of the "theft.'' Chief
Orawiec will get down to the bottom
of things and the culprits will be
sorry they didn't think before they
did this terrible thing.
Kind of reminds one of the old
nursery rhyme. Tom. Tom, the

a wand ... that it's all going to
go away."
Also featured in interview
segments in SPORTS FOR SALE
are Dick DeVenzio, a former Duke
University Academic All-American, who believes that players
ought to be paid what they are
worth to the colleges that recruit
them; SMU President Kenneth
Pye and Athletic Director Forrest
Gregg; Iowa State Coach Jim
Walden; Nike Director of Basketball Promotions Sonny Vaccaro;
and Connors State Coach Ed
Stepp. Other locations visited include South Bend, Indiana, home
of the University of Notre Dame;
and Las Vegas. Nevada, where
sports gamblers can bet legally.
Roundtable Surveys Knight Report
In the 30-minute live roundtable discussion following the
documentary, Moyers will lead
members of the Knight Foundation Commission in a discussion
of the report released earlier in
the day. Expected to participate
are Rev. Theodore M Hesburgb,
President Emeritus of the University of Notre Dame, and
William Friday, Pr.esident Emeritus of the University of North
Carolina, Co-Chairmen of the
Knight Commission; and Commission members Dick Schultz,
Executive Director of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) and Clifton R. Wharton,
Jr., Chairman and CEO of
Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association of America and the
College Retirement Equities
Fund (TIAA-CREF) and former
Chancellor of the State University of New York. These panel
members will join other guests (to
be announced), both critics and
supporters of college sports. who
will provide commentary on the
Commission's findings.
Moyers will lead these guests
into a broader discussion by opening up the phone lines to viewers
across the country for a 60-minute
call-in segment. All90 minutes of
discussion will be conducted in
front of a live studio audience.

Credits
MOYERS/SPORTS FOR SALE
is a production of Public Affairs
Television, Inc. Producer and
Director: Howard Weinberg. Editors: Cindy Kaplan Rooney and
Howard Silver. Associate Producer: Rebecca Bennan. Researcher: Jennifer Mirsky. Writers:
Howard Weinberg and Bill Moyers.
Executive Producer: Judith Davidson Moyers. Executive Editor:
Bill Moyers.
The 30-minute roundtable discussion and 60-minute call-in program are a co-production of
Public Affairs Television, Inc. and
WETA/Washington, D.C.
Underwriting is provided by
Mutual of America Life Insurance
Company, the John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, and Public Television Stations.
Presented by WETA/Washington,
D.C., Thirteen/WNET in New
York, and WITW/Chicago.

piper's son stole a pig and away he
run.
There has been a $25.00 reward
for the return of the pig. In the next
issue of the Innovator we hope to be
able to report more on this late
breaking story.

-.G.Su To Attend M~d~I United Nation;·"
Will Portray Byelomssia At Conference

New York City. March, 1991.
The United Nations' First Committee contours a plan to destroy
all stockpiles of chemical and
biological weapons in the world.
In the Security Council, the
United States vetoes a plan to immediately lift all sanctions against
Iraq. And over in the Third Committee. a resolution establishing a
fund to finance the education of
women in Third World nations has
just passed a narrow vote after an
intense debate.
This is just a sampling of the
wide array of topics awaiting student delegates at this year"s
National Model United Nations
Conference. The NMUN has
become one of the most prestigious of such organizations in
the world, attracting delegations
from some of the top universities
of the America's, Europe, Africa
and Asia. Needless to say, Governors State will be seated alongside
the likes of Rutgers. West Point.

Georgetown, USC', Dartmouth and
Occidental when the 91 Conference convenes March 26-30.
This is the third year that GSU
will be attending the NMUN. It
provides a rare opportunity for
Governors State to meet and interact with student leaders from
nearly two hundred of the worlct's
leading colleges. At previous conferences, the GSU delegation has
consistently proven itself to be
one of the best informed and most
motivated. earning the school a
measure of respect on, quite
literally, an international level.
The Model United Nations organization at Governors State was
founded five years ago by Dr.
Larry Levinson, as a means of
educating students on the intricate relationships between nations
in a manner unavailable in an ordinary classroom. Together with
the International Students Organization, the NMUN has introduced
students at GSU to an entirely new

panorama of learning. and has
more than justified the faith
placed in it by the university at its
inception. Ironically, while GSUs
UN program has drawn international attention, it remains, in
Dr. Levinson's words, .. The best
kept secret at Governors State:·
Despite continued efforts by Dr.
Levinson and others to promote
the organization among the student body, many remain unaware
of its function.
Happily, however, the veil surrounding the Model UN is about to
be parted. The Persian Gulf Crisis
has led the local media to contact
the MUN for background informalion, and has prompted Dr. Levinson to encourage both reporters
and curious citizens to contact the
MUN for information on other
matters around the globe, thereby
heightening the organization's
visibility throughout the region.
In addition, the Model UN will
host a model International Peace

Student
Attends
Convention

Local Chapter
of AARP To Meet
AARP (American Association
of Employed & Retired Persons)
12 Community Area Chapter
#4565, at 6:45p.m registration on
Tuesday. March 26. 1991 at the
Public L1brary. Lower Level. 15th
& Chicago Road. Chicago Heights
Promptly at 7 p.m the speaker's
speech. questions and answer
period. then at 8 p.m there will be
exhibitors tables. hand outs.
forms for living wills and durable
power of attorney for health
care.
The public (40 years and older)
is invited to an "Eye Opener" open
house to ensure health care
decisions are respected even
when a child or any age adult cannot express himself at a program
called "Decide your Yourself on
Living Wills & Living Trust. .. Still
relatively few adults. take steps
before they become incapacitated
to outline what types of extraordinary treatment they do or
don't want. Tllis type of planning is
quickly becoming important considerations in today's world
The professional speaker is
Laura A Kulwicki. and husband of
Gahanna. Ohio. who is an attorney
who practices with the SupremP
Court of Ohio. and the United Dis-

Conference this Spring. Similar to
the one being proposed now in the
UN Security Council, the GSU
Conference is sure to attract
widespread attention, and will
serve as an archetype for future
similar conferences. Dr Levinson
is also working on plans to host
other conferences later this year.
including one that. while it cannot
be openly discussed at this early
date. will prove to be one of the
most innovative ever devised.
Most importantly, however,
GSU will continue to take an active part in both the NMUN in New
York and the American Model
United Nations in Chicago. of
which GSU is a charter member
and Dr. Levinson was a creative
consultant. The Governors State
MUN has also received invitations
to participate in upcoming conferences in the Netherlands and in
Moscow.
GSU is able to participate in the
National Model UN Program

tnct Court. of South Distnct of
OhiO. author of many law publications. She has many outstanding Law chool Honors . being the
winner of the John S. Hallen
Memorial Award. American Jurisprudence Book Award. and emiFinalist. First Year Moot Court
Competition
AARP membership is open to
anyone that is 40 years and older.
tudent. employed or is active in
community affairs that have
made goals for themselves. their
partners. and for their families on
health alternatives. Programs are
designed covering benefits of better communications. relieving
stress. tension. how important
humor can be at any age. fun and
travel events. plus important
significant programs to benefit
adults . Twelve communities
membership is only $5 a year.
Space is limited. please register
early by phoning 754-1889.
Chapter's 12 communities cover
Flossmoor. Olympia F1elds. Park
Forest. University Park. Chicago
Heights. South Chicago Heights.
Steger. Crete. Beecher. Monee
and Momence.

through the generosity of the Office of Student Life, whose leader,
Mike Blackburn, has scaled some
formidable obstacles to ensure
that Governors State will be represented in New York by the
strongest team possible.
This year, GSU will portray
Byelorussia S.S.R , and will have
voting rights on the First, Third
and Sixth Committees, the General
Assembly Plenary, the Special
Political Committee, the Economic
and Social Council. and the Commission on Transnational Corporations. Delegates to the conference are: Fred Williams, Steve
Delich, Mary Beth Durkin, Paul
McGuinnis. Scott Leventman,
Luke H~lm , Gene Popa, Fred Kennedy, Susan Moret. Lisa Schmit
and Karla Ernst.

The Model United Nations gets
its entire monetary support from
the Office of Student Life.

Support
Our
Advertisers

UNIVERSITY PARK - Governors State University student
Susan Follansbee of Bourbonnais
attended the 31st annual convention of the Illinois SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association in
Chicago Feb. 22, 23 and 24.
The convention gives persons in
the field of speech. language and
hearing disorders the chance to
attend workshops by experts and
meet with others who are doing
research.
Workshop topics included "Pediatric Swallowing Disorders:
Assessment and Treatment,"
.. Peer Integration in a Clinical Setting" and .. Professional and Legal
Issues in Audiology...
Governors State University offers bachelor's and master's
degrees in communication disorders. The master's degree program is accredited by the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association and approved by the
Illinois State Board of Education
and leads to the standard special
certificate endorsed in speech and
language impaired.
For more information on the
program, contact Dr. William
Yacullo in the Division of Communication Disorders at(708) 5345000, extension 2382.

We beUeve tbat the request for abortion is a cry for help. We

believe that we can find the solution a woman needs, no
matter what the problem, to avoid killing her unborn child
We believe that every woman is a person. of worth and
dignity, especially when she is carrying a new life within
Our services are offered free of charge to any
her.
pregnant woman in need of thern
Prepucy wd.,
Ho••La1
Medical Care
Hospital care
Co.asellla1
A,eacy support
Edaudoa placemnt

EmploJ111eat
Leplaulstuce
Flaaaclal Aid
Psycblatric help
Adoptloa rerernl
Frieadsblp

irthright of Chicago
11235 S. Western Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60643
Phone (31 2) 233-0305

Classified (708) 534-5000 X2140
1 - - - - - - - - Typing
EXPERT WORD PROCESSING &
TYPING SERVICES
Acalrate - Fast- Professional
Reaearch/Term Papera, 1ncl. APA
Forma(. Resu.ea/Cover Letters.
Call Today ! Ask for Cheryl.

Seroices - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , r - - - - - - Help Wanted - - - - - - - - - 1
PARKER ENTERPRISES
- .~
(708) 747-5091
.tJ.~~

~ l'erm Papers

~ Graphics

~ Resumes

~ Newsletters

~

Thesis Papet's

~

~

Word Processing ~ Laser Printing

Flyers

(115) .....UIS

II"':(!,lfl"r
1. . . ;

V""'

RNeonable
btea

SPRING BREAK 1991- Individual
or student organization to promote Spring Break trip. Earn
money, free trips and valuable
work experience. Apply NOW!
Inter-Campus Programs: 1-(800)327-6013 or (708) 231-4323.

Excellent part time opportunity.
Need self-motivated positive people who can recruit and manage
others. $1000-5000 per month.
Call: (708) 923-1216.

t--- Fund Raisers - - - - r - - - - - - - - - ,·
SEE ME. Employed on GSU Campus. (24) hour service. Knowledgeable of APA style term papers, plus res umes with accompanying
cover letters. Also, statistical reports. Specialist as grammarian.
proofreader and speller. Computer has many' fonts & sizes. Peruse
my portfolio & choose style of print I can see you on my break orlunch. Leave message at: (708) 339-8489.

F

A

S

T

FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your
campus organization. Plus
a chance at $5000 more!
This program works! No
investment needed Call

1-800-932..0528 Ext 50
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The On/Off Campus Recruiting Program is an opportunity for GSU students and alumni to be considered for

professional employment by a wide variety of area employers.
The recruiting program uses a pre-screening system. Employers will review applicants' resumes and select
individuals they wish to interview. Organizations may then contact you directly, or they may decide to schedule
interviewing through the Office of Career Services. You will be contacted only if the employer wishes to
schedule an interview with you.
Additional information regarding these employment opportunities is available in the Office of Career Services. Interested students and alumni are encouraged to consult this information prior to submitting a resume
for application.
To apply, simply submit a copy of your resume to the Office of Career Services(Room Bl109) for each organization in which you are interested by the date indicated as the Application Deadline.
It is strongly encouraged that you have a credentials me established with the Office of Career Services if you
are participating in the recruiting program or are conducting a professional job search in general. Details onestablishing a credentials file are available at the Office of Career Services.
H you would like help in completing a resume, assistance is also available in the Office of Career Services. A
useful informational handout, as well as individual resume critiquing appointments with the Director, are available to students and alumni. We encourage you to take advantage of these services in order to develop the most
effective resume possible.
PLEASE NOTE: Watch for details regarding ADDITIONS or CHANGES to this schedule in The Innovator and
in the Office of Career Services.

-

Org~ntutton

Postttons Av~tl~ble
Degl"les Required

Locuton

Appltc~tton

DHd11ne

..LSTATEINSURANCE
Ch1c..,oland

llales, Clolims, Underwritinc

Any MaJor

Monday
Mart:h 11

1'1RST INVESTORS
Chicaco

Maftli&\!Rient Trainee
Any MaJUr

Monday
March II

MURLAS COMMODITlES
Ch1caco

Media Brokers

Any MaJUr

Monday
Mareh II

BLINDER ROBINSON
Chiucoland

Investment S..les
Any MaJor

IDS FINANCIAL SERVICES
Oak Lawn

Org1n1ut1on
lOCitfOn
sruART JAMES COMPANY
ChiCOIIO

Postttons Avillible
Oegl"les Required

Appl tcutuu
DHd11ne
Monday
M.lrch %$

Brokers
Any Mlijor

NEW YORK LIFE
P<olos H11ls/Oiher locatiOIIS

Financial Services Rep.
Any Major

Tuesday
MMch%6

PERFORMANCE FOODS
Oak Brook

Sales/Martelinc
Rel<oted~

Tuesday
M.lrch 26

Monday
March 11

PREMIER INDUSTRIAL CORP.
Chlca&oland

Industrial Sales
Busmess. Communications

Tuesday
M.lrch %6

Financial Services Rep.
Any MaJor

Tuesday
M.lrch 19

BC F1NANCIAL CORPORATION
Cbicaga.'Oiher U.S. C1lles

Stock Broker
Any M;uor

Tuesday
March %6

ME'J1tOPOLITAN LIFE
Ch1cagot..nd

Agent
Any Major

Tuesday
March 19

FOXEN FINANCIAL
Chicaga.'Soulh Suburbs

Ftnancial Planner
Any Major

Wednesday
M.lrch rz

ILLINOIS STATE POLICE
llhllOIS

Stale Trooper
Any Mlljor

Tuesday
March 19

THE BECO GROUP
Park lt1d&e

Accountants
Accountmg

Wednesday
March rz

THE EQUITABLE
Ch1cago

~'1nancial Services Rep.
Any MaJOI'

Tuesday
March 19

THE UPJOHN COMPANY
NW lnthana

Sales Represenlallve
Any MaJOI'

Wednesday

ENTERPfUSE LEASlNG
Chlca&ol<ond Loc.tllons

Manaeement Trainee
Any MaJOI'

Wednesday
March 20

COUNTRY COMPANIES
South Suburbs

Soltes Representahves

Any MaJOI"

Wednesday
March 'rl

CAMODON
Clucacoland

Sales Representative
Any MaJOI'

Wednesday
March 20

BOULEVARD BANK
ChiCOIIIO

Oper01hons Associate
Computer Sc1ence

Thursday
March 28

ADVANCED SYSTEMS APPLICATION
Ch1cagu Metro

Entry Level Computer Science
Computer Sc1ence/Dala Process.

Wednesday
M.1rrl120

MUTUAL OF OMAHA
SISW Suburbs

Financoal Servoces Rep.
Any Major

Thursday
M.lrch 21

U'ITI.Jo: CAESAR'S
llhnOI>, lndlilna, AriZOna

Management Trainee
Any MajOI"

Wednesday
March 20

KENT INDUSTRIES
Ch1cagoland

Ouls1de Sales Representative
Marltelmc, Manacement

Thursday
March 21

AltTHUR •'UJ...MER MANUFACTURING
Mult~swte locat1ons

Sales Representallve
Buslnes:i/Marketlr'IIOiher

Thursday
March %1

US. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Chocago, other locallons

Deputy Marshal
Crunmal Jus11c~olher majOI"S

•p1ck up info
" o~pphco~hon

JOHN DEERE INSURANCE
IllinOIS IOCOitiiiiiS

Agent
Any MaJOI'

Thursday
March 2t

AMEV FINANCIAL GROUP
Downers Grove

Management Development Tr01mees
Any MoiJOI'

Tbursd•Y
M.lrch 28

SYSTEMS RESOURCES, INC.
Kecru11er for area busmesses

Computer Scien«/[) P. pos1lions
Computer Science/Data Process.

Thursday
March 21

THE METHODIST HOSPITALS
Gary, Mernllv1lle, IN

Acct., Mkl, DP, Fm., Personnel
~.:ntry Level Pus111ons
llelilled Mo~Jilrs

Fr1day
March 29

STATE FARM INSURANCE
Soulh metro are;~

Agent
Any MaJOI'

Tbursdo~y

Counselors, Therapists, Acrounlant
Psych, Counseling, Sue. Wk , Acd.

F'r1day
March 29

WILLIAMS
NE llhDOIS

Flnanc~al Serv1ces Rep.
Any M:ljor

l''riday
March 22

GARY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
Go~ry, IN
Ch1caa~o,

US GOVERNMENT
other local1ons

Phys1cal Sc1ences Pos1llons
Related MaJors

•p1ck up info
" apphcahon

FOOTLOCKER
Ch1cagoland

Retail Management
Any Major

March 22

AccountanVAud1lor Pos1lluns
Related Ma.JOrS

•pick up info
" apphc<ollon

WENDYS INTERNATIONAL
Ch1cagoland

Management Tra1nee
Any Major

Fr1day
March 22

US GOVERNMF..NT
Chlc<o&o, Olher locations

Mathemallcs " ltelated Pos1Uons
Relaled MaJOI'S

•p1ck up 1nfo
" apphcatwn

AON CORPORATION
Ch1cagoland

Sales Agent, Insurance
Any Mlljor

Friday
March 22

U.S. GOVERNMENT
Ch1cago, other loc;ollons

Special Agent
Any MaJOI'

Friday
March 29

CHIWREN'S HOME" AID SOCIETY
Ch1caco

Social Services
USW, MSW, CJUS, PSYC

Monday
March 2S

FBI
Ch1cago, other localiuns

Mental Health Staff
Psych, Coun, Spec. Ed.

Friday
March 29

JOHN HANCOCK
Homewood

Financial Services Rep.
Any MaJor

Monday
M<ln:h 2S

NEW HOPE CENTER FAMILY
SUI'POHT UNIT
Dolton, II

ALLNET COMMUNICATIONS
Chicago

Sales/Marketing Rep.
Any MajOI"

Monday
MMch25

A. L

March 2t

Fr~day

M<~«h

rz
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Accounting, Marketing &SAM Clubs Present
A Tour of the Mercantile Exchange and an Advertising Agency

The Bus Will Leave GSU at 9:30AM & Return at 3 PM

.:i

A $3.00 Advanced Registration fee Includes Lunch and Tran portation

-

!.

See Your Ouh Officer for Further Details
Event Sponsored by Student Organization Council (SOC)

.:~

..
.
..:i

on AprilS, 1991
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